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Honey Bee Hives. 

Hive: It is the house or shelter in which the members of honeybees live inside 

and also in which the workers build the combs, where the queen lay eggs also 

the workers store the honey and pollen grains as food for the brood and the 

casts.  

Types of hive: 

A- Local hives such as:-  

1- Clay or mud hive:  It made from clay mixed with hay (straw).    

2-Forest hive: it made by make hollows in the stem of big trees.  

3- Log hive: it made from fallen trees.  

4- Skep hive: it is named also wicker hive and its shape like basket. 

5- Box hive: it is a wooded box. 

6-Twig hives: Twig hives are cylindrical in shape and are made by joining 

together twigs. The cylindrical structure is then covered with cow dung on the 

outside.     
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The main characteristics of the local hives:- 

In spite of its low costs and easy to build and transfer, but it have many 

disadvantages such as:- 

1-It is not possible to inspection it and to test its activity and also it is 

impossible to see the anterior and middle combs except some of the posterior 

combs. 

2-It is not easy to know in case the colony is infected by pests or not. 

3- The beekeeper unable to breeding (rearing) queen or replace it.    

4-It is impossible to increasing (dividing) or uniting colonies. 

5-Beekeeper cannot control or prevent swarming. 

6-Its honey production is very little because the workers consumed it during 

combs building.  

7-During honey extraction the combs may contain brood and Pollen grain and 

this affect the taste and color of the honey and affect its value. Thus we cannot 

return combs back to the hive. 

B-Modern hives: There are several types of it with different size, but the 

langstroth hive is the most common in the world. In 1852, Lorenzo Lorraine 

Langstroth patented a design for a moveable-frame honey bee hive after he 

discovered bee space. 
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Parts of Langstroth hive:  

1-Hive stand: This is the bottom part of the hive that has an angled landing 

board for the bees. Hive stand functions to elevate the hive off of the ground 

and this keeps the bottom board dry and helps to insulate the hive. Different in 

styles wooden hive stand and stainless steel hive stand.  

2-Bottom board: It forms the floor in a beehive and provides a single point for 

bees to enter and exit the hive by entrance (wooden or iron).  

3-Entrance reducer: This is a piece of wood or iron which fits between bottom 

board and brood chamber. It is used for various reasons including protecting the 

colony from robbers, for weak hives starting out and sometimes as a mouse 

guard.     

4-Brood chamber (Deep super): It is wooden boxes that serves as the living 

quarters for the colony and sit directly on top of the bottom board. Brood 

chamber hold either 8 or 10 frames where the queen lays her eggs and workers 

store pollen and honey for food. Each brood chamber has enough space to house 

between 50,000 and 60,000 workers.   

5-Queen excluder: The queen excluder consist of a wooden frame holding a 

grid of metal wire, it is placed between the brood chamber and honey chamber, 

the spacing of the grid help the worker bees can pass through to the honey 

chamber and prevents the queen from entering the honey chamber and laying 

eggs. Queen excluder use only when you placed honey chamber on the brood 

chamber or during the honey harvest. 
6-Honey chamber (Shallow super): It has the same dimensions as the brood 

chamber or half size .it is for surplus honey production. The bees work hard to 

fill it with honey in active season and beekeeper can use it as ventilation in 

summer or during artificial feeding. 

7-Frames: Consist of top bar 2side bars and bottom bar each chamber capacity 

10 frames. 

8-Inner cover: This is a wooden board to cover the brood or honey chamber. 

Has the same length and width as a chamber and fitted with a rim to allow 

ventilation and to prevent bees from building comb between the cover and top 

bars of the frames. Center hole may be fitted with a bee escape to removing 

bees from honey chamber before extraction honey and used during artificial 

feeding and we can use it as quick feeder. 

9-Outer cover: It is a telescoping cover which telescopes well down over the 

sides of the top super and protects the hive from rain, snow and winds. 
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                                                                              Langstroth hive 

Characteristics of the modern hives:- 

1-It is possible and very easy to inspection it test it`s activity to see all the 

frames and the brood.  

2-It is easy to provide it with wax foundation or comb and this lessen the honey 

consumed by the workers building.  

3-The honey production is much, about 15 k or more /colony and pure 

dependence to season. 

4-Easy to know in case the colony or broods are infected by diseases or pests 

and it is easy to control it. 

5-The beekeeper able to rearing new queen and to replace the older or illness 

queen. 

6-It is very easy to dividing and uniting colonies.  

7-It is easy to prevent the swarming and to handling the weak colony.  

8- Beekeeper able to lift or add frames or chamber to the colony depending to 

its activity. 

Beekeeping equipmentes: 

   The operation of beekeeping needs much equipment’s and tools which can 

never be ignored. Such as:- 

I. Equipment’s for bee breeding: 

A- The hives (modern hives) as it is mentioned before. 

Outer cover 

Bottom board 

Entrance reducer 

Hive stand 

Brood chamber 

Queen excluder 

Honey chamber 

Iner cover 
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B- Swarming (transporting) box: It is wooden box; it is size equal to the half 

of langstroth hive. It is capacity 5 frames .Used for: 

1-Housing or catching swarm.  

2-Transporting colonies. 

3-During dividing colonies. 

4-During queen breeding and mating.  

C-Mating nucleolus: It is small wooden box with 2 or 3 small frames use for 

queen mating only. 

D-Observation hives: It is small hives contain 1or 2 or 3 frames with 2 faces of 

glass showing inside it. Use for agricultural fair.  

E-Package bee box: It used for transporting bee colony with or without queen 

and without frames (combs). 
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